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NIKE DIRECT TO 

CONSUMER STRATEGY 

How does this international leader cut out 

distributors to take its brand further?  

  

Our new book is coming soon!  

Stay tuned… 



Havas Commerce & THE PRW renew 

their partnership for another year 

Survey’s official release 
- 

At the PRW opening plenary in 
September 2022 

For participants 
- 

July 

In 2022 Havas Commerce has 
commissioned a global BtoB 

survey among 300 retail 
professionals across all continents 

to understand the challenges 
retailers will be facing by the end 

of 2022.

In September 2021, 

Havas Commerce was 

already partnering with 

the PRW: the 1st retail 

event in Europe 
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https://www.adsoftheworld.com/campaigns/be-prepared

SUPERMARKET INDUSTRY IN CRISIS DUE TO THE 
UNSTOPPABLE RISE OF E-COMMERCE 

Although still the predominant channel for food purchasing, physical supermarkets are 
experiencing an unprecedented decline.

VS
2,1%
of growth of the 
GFCF sector in 
2021. 

15,8%

of growth of the 
online grocery

7,2%
of the groceries are done 
o n l i n e n o w a d a y s ; t h i s 
number has only grown since 
2019 the trend indicates that 
it will continue to do so. 

As online commerce grows, 
t h e m a r k e t s h a r e o f 
supermarkets in the food 
sector declines. In 2020 the 
figure was 52,4% and in 
2021 was 51,4%.



2/ 
NEWS FROM 
LEADERS



News  
from Amazon 

Source: BBC

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/food/why-amazon-building-smart-fridge

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2021/10/25/amazon-introduces-local-selling-tools-for-retailers/

Amazon is launching Smart Commerce in India 

Amazon recently announced the launch of a brand new service named 

« Smart Commerce  ». This functionality has been designed to help Indian 

local merchants to transform their local stores into digital platforms.  

In addition Smart Commerce will also provide some smart services for the in-

store customer experience such as the ability to digitize billing, manage 

inventory, as well as a voice and chat-based shopping experience. 

Amazon is expending its operations in India. 

News  
from Amazon 

Source: BBC

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2021/10/25/amazon-introduces-local-selling-tools-for-retailers/



Meta Pay, Facebook's payment system, adapts to 
the metaverse 

Facebook Pay will change its name to better fit in the 

Metaverse universe and to match the company's new 

identity, so the transaction service will simply be 

renamed « Meta Pay ».  

Mark Zuckerberg's company will start implementing 

« Meta Pay » in the metaverse payment service in 160 

countries. 

When success will be proven, it will start to be 

extended worldwide.

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/25/business/meta-plans-to-open-its-first-retail-store-as-it-highlights-metaverse-

related-products.html

https://techcrunch.com/2022/05/12/facebook-pay-renamed-meta-pay-soon/

Meta opens a shop for its metaverse-related 
products in San Francisco 

This shop will allow the curious customers to try 

features as Meta Quest 2, Ray-Ban Stories glasses or 

Portal Go; tools that they usually just see online. 

Thanks to this physical store, Meta aims at reaching  

a wider public, not only gamers, to provide itself a 

global target and to get more perspectives to last 

over time. 

Source: The Verge Source: Good Word News
News  
from  

Facebook 
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CUSTOMIZATION IS THE PRICE 
OF SURVIVAL



Coca-Cola opens its very first fashion store in London.  

The company has created limited fashion collections 

teaming up with well-known fashion brands and designers, 

such as Lee, Soho Grit, Herschel, or Staple.  

Soft drink brand has also looked for starting a sustainable 

action by producing items made from recycled plastic, and 

reusable drinks bottles. This project provides Coca-Cola 

fans with a premium array of fashion and collectibles, with 

an environment- friendly component.

https://jai-un-pote-dans-la.com/heetch-le-vtc-francais-lance-sa-collection-de-vetements/

https://www.retaildetail.eu/news/fashion/in-pictures-coca-cola-opens-fashion-store-in-london/

« Good people rides with Heetch » that is the slogan for 
the fashion capsule VTC Heetch has launched. 

With a capsule of five new products including the 

Hood'Heetch, the French Cap, the Sport Sock and two 

versions of the T-shirt, stickers or Japan, the French VTC 

unveils its capsule collection of clothing and accessories. 

This is a clear example of  diversification; a VTC company 

which never had nothing to do with fashion, starts 

producing hoodies and shirts. The aim of reaching the 

widest range of audience makes brands transform 

themselves  completely. 

Source: Fashion Network Source: Medium

Brands reach out new categories as a way to get closer to 
consumers and build its fan base 



Carhartt recommends you what to wear each morning when 
you check the temperature on your phone 

«  Be prepared  » is the name that receives this project, 

created by students in North America. 

The weather app and Carhartt have teamed up to create a 

feature on mobile devices so that when you check the weather 

on the app each morning, the recommended clothing 

(Carhartt’s) to wear for the day will be displayed in the same 

way as the temperature on the screen. 

The project is proving to be very successful. To date 300 brands 

have already included this innovation in their services; some of 

them are Hugo Boss or Levi’s. 

Through this campaign we do appreciate how specific is the 

market nowadays, and how each product is orientated to the 

consumer’s needs.

Source: Ads Of The World

https://www.adsoftheworld.com/campaigns/be-prepared



Klarna makes personalized online shopping possible

From now on, if you hesitate between choosing one product 

or another, you can video chat with a shop assistant to make 

up your mind.  

The in-store teams will carry out a creative task, as they will be 

able to remotely share photographs and videos of the items 

with consumers.  

This way, by making this virtual functionality available to 

retailers and customers, the start-up carves out a niche for itself 

in the retail industry.

Source: LSA

https://thecurrent.media/klarna-virtual-shopping

https://thecurrent.media/klarna-virtual-shopping


IKEA keeps taking care of its physical stores

Although immersed in a digital world, physical shops can 

not be left aside. In the case of IKEA, this is magnified, as its 

business model has always revolved around the in-store 

experience.   

Having said this, the company has presented a project to 

strengthen customer experience in its physical stores, which will 

be reorganized taking into consideration both e-commerce and 

home delivery.  

Since September 2021, the company has already opened 

sixteen new stores, small and large, and more openings are 

planned: Ingka Group, the largest operator of IKEA outlets, will 

invest more than three billion euros in new and existing stores 

by the end of next year. 

Source: IKEA

https://www.retaildetail.eu/news/home/ikea-invests-3-billion-euros-to-future-proof-stores/

https://www.retaildetail.eu/news/home/ikea-invests-3-billion-euros-to-future-proof-stores/


As Nike moves away from retailers its competitors try to fill 
its gap

Since the sports brand has cut ties with retailers, other 

brands in the market are starting to partner with them. 

To accelerate its direct-to-consumer strategy, fewer and fewer 

distributors are selling Nike products. Nike mainly sells its 

products through its own stores. 

Brands like Adidas announced a long term partnership with 

Footlocker last week, similar to the one Nike had previously 

established with the brand.  

Meanwhile, wholesale retailers have been recalibrating their 

strategies. For example, DSW has been highlighting other 

athletic brands — such as New Balance, Skechers and Brooks 

— after Nike said it would stop selling products through DSW. 

Source: Mixmag France

https://www.modernretail.co/retailers/as-nike-cuts-ties-with-retailers-competitors-look-to-take-its-place-in-wholesale/



THE PURSUIT OF 
SUSTAINABILITY HAS NO LIMITS



« Youth Collective » the young-inclusive campaign of The Body 
Shop

The Body Shop launches a project to listen carefully what 

young people have to say. 

« Youth Collective » is the name given to this initiative ensuring 

that its executive leadership team takes into consideration 

opinions and ideas of young people as part of its diversity 

strategy. 

The “youth collective” team will be composed of 12 people 

under 30 years old; six from the Body Shop itself and the other 

six from other Corporations.

Source: plan international Australia

https://fashionunited.com/news/business/the-body-shop-to-bring-in-youth-collective-to-advise-board/2022050947472 

https://fashionunited.com/news/business/the-body-shop-to-bring-in-youth-collective-to-advise-board/2022050947472


The company reaches its goal to provide a more inclusive 

offer by launching a new fashion brand called IIQUAL.  

IIQUAL is a brand “made for” those people who dare to dress 

as they deeply wish too and want to feel empowered with the 

clothes they truly want to wear. Through this committed action, 

both Bestseller and IIQUAL will be integrated in the “open-

minded and inclusive fashion” market. 
The first collection will be launched in summer 2023. 

In an era in which freedom of expression and freedom of 

opinion are increasingly being pursued, brands have to keep 

up with consumers’ needs. The fashion sector is one of the 

greatest reflections of the society, so brands like Bestseller in 

this case, leave their comfort zone to match their consumers life 

plans as individuals but also as a society.

Bestseller, the holding company of Jack&Jones listens to the 
growing need of wearing gender-neutral clothing

Source: TV 2 Nyhederne

https://www.retaildetail.eu/news/fashion/only-holding-lanceert-genderneutraal-modemerk/ 

https://www.retaildetail.eu/news/fashion/only-holding-lanceert-genderneutraal-modemerk/


LIDL comes up with a smart idea to reduce plastic and help 
customers cut costs in the UK

The brand has launched a smart laundry detergent refill 

station. Once the bottle is purchased, customers will be able 

to refill it with detergent when they run out of it.  

The refill bottles have been designed with a UK-first smart chip, 

which makes the machine able to identify and remember each 

bottle. 

This project shows Lidl’s growing commitment to technology, 

sustainability, and customer experience.  

Source: 356 retail

https://www.circularonline.co.uk/news/lidl-launches-new-smart-laundry-detergent-refill-station-in-store/ 

https://www.circularonline.co.uk/news/lidl-launches-new-smart-laundry-detergent-refill-station-in-store/


IKEA uses its iconic meatballs to promote the sustainable 
project "Seedballs"

The Swedish brand has developed a sustainable idea in 

collaboration with WWF to preserve the life of damaged or 

endangered insects.  

By doing so, IKEA aims at raising awareness about the danger 

of biodiversity loss and its consequences, and encourages 

consumers to turn their gardens into living spaces. 

« Seedballs » joins the wave of sustainable actions by brands 

and retailers across all sectors. More and more companies are 

using their influence for sustainable purposes. 

Source: Adsoftheworld

https://www.adsoftheworld.com/campaigns/swedish-seedballs 



METAVERSE LEAVES NO 
MARKET BEHIND



Spotify enters the metaverse so that music is not excluded 
from the virtual parallel world

It is becoming less and less surprising for a brand to join the 

metaverse, but the most powerful brands manage to stand 

out with their innovative and creative offering inside the 

virtual space. 

The platform will now have a digital environment in an island  

shape. Players will be able to explore and access exclusive 

content or purchase merchandise from their favorite artists. 

Spotify will also set up a shop on the virtual island, where 

exclusive music products will be available for purchase.

Source: Mobile Marketing Association France

https://guce.engadget.com/copyConsent?sessionId=3_cc-session_f475176b-0547-496c-b18e-686c8ff4d1c8&lang=en-US

https://guce.engadget.com/copyConsent?sessionId=3_cc-session_f475176b-0547-496c-b18e-686c8ff4d1c8&lang=en-US


Clarks enters the metaverse to « empower kids to play 
without limits »

Through this first foray into the metaverse world, Clarks 

aims at taking its brand into a field where innovation knows 

no limits.  

Indeed, Clarks is launching an immersive gaming experience on 

Roblox. 

The brand, which has always been at the crossroads between 

traditional fashion and innovation, has decided to launch its 

unisex childrenswear collection directly on its metaverse 

stadium. 

In this area, children will be able to access exclusive content, 

share experiences and compete against each other. 

Source: Mobile Marketing Association France

https://us.fashionnetwork.com/news/Clarks-enters-the-metaverse-for-first-time,1406020.html



THE DELIVERY MARKET 
CONTINUES TO STRENGTHEN: 

AUTONOMOUS DELIVERY IS 
GETTING CLOSER AND CLOSER



DPD and Cleveron Mobility affirm to be the first to 
successfully carry out an autonomous delivery vehicle in 
Europe

The delivery took place in Tallinn, and the  vehicle is 

manufactured by Cleveron Mobility, with delivery taking 

place under the DPD banner. 

The autonomous car is equipped with a flexible charging 

system and is also roadworthy, so it was not a complicated 

journey, according to the teams from both companies. 

This project has already succeeded and it is only a matter of 

time before many others join in. This kind of initiatives actively 

promote a coexistence between business and consumers.   

However, the increasing loss of human capital and manpower 

as a result of the development of autonomous and automated 

systems is still seen as a big issue. 

Source: Charged Retail

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/05/13/dpd-and-cleveron-mobility-claim-to-be-the-first-to-deliver-a-package-via-autonomous-delivery-in-europe/

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/05/13/dpd-and-cleveron-mobility-claim-to-be-the-first-to-deliver-a-package-via-autonomous-delivery-in-europe/


Robots and autonomous vehicles make deliveries for Uber 
Eats in Los Angeles

Uber Eats is starting two food delivery pilots with 

autonomous robots from Serve Robotics and an 

autonomous car from Motional (a joint venture of Hyundai 

and Aptiv) in Los Angeles. 

With these two tests, Uber wants to identify the needs of 

merchants and customers in order to understand how to deploy 

best such projects on a large scale.

Source: Arover

https://www.usine-digitale.fr/article/robots-et-vehicules-autonomes-realisent-des-livraisons-pour-uber-eats-a-los-angeles.N2005147

https://www.usine-digitale.fr/article/robots-et-vehicules-autonomes-realisent-des-livraisons-pour-uber-eats-a-los-angeles.N2005147


Delhaize follows big retailer’s formulas by launching 
delivery+

Delhaize launches Delivery+, a delivery subscription for 

groceries. 

This subscription model allows customers to order unlimited 

home deliveries at no extra cost, but at specific delivery times. 

In addition, for each order exceeding 120 euros, customers will 

receive a free product. 

We see smaller retailers like Delhaize, Hello Fresh or Instacart 

among others, following the lead of big retailers such as 

Walmart or Amazon in actions such as these.  

Source: Delhaize

https://www.retaildetail.eu/news/food/delhaize-launches-delivery-subscription-delivery/

https://www.retaildetail.eu/news/food/delhaize-launches-delivery-subscription-delivery/


M&S becomes part of a marketplace that hosts over 50 
fashion brands

The brand has assigned the design of a collection from the 

Goodmove line to the marketplace The Sports Edit. 

This operation is part of the brand's investment strategy. The 

particularity of The Sports Edit is the very high rate of consumer 

loyalty.  

This is the first time the brand has made a decision of this kind 

and entered the world of the marketplace. 

Source: The  Industry  Fashion

https://www.theindustry.fashion/mss-goodmove-activewear-launches-on-the-sports-edit/
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FOCUS OF THE 
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AMERICA-LATINA



LATAM COMMERCE MODEL IS 
QUITE INTERESTING



MANY LOCAL RETAILERS ARE WELL POSITIONED IN THE 
REGION…

Mexican, Brazilian and Chilean 
retailers are strong in LATAM 
region. 



Walmart is leading the retail market in Mexico while Carrefour 
is leading the retail market in Brazil 

…BUT GLOBAL RETAILERS ARE LEADING IN STRATEGIC 
COUNTRIES



83%

17%

UNSURPRISINGLY THE 2 LEADING RETAILERS ACT IN 
BIGGEST COUNTRIES

of its profits from Mexico

Profits remaining are distributed 

among the Central American 

Countries.

From its side, Amazon, operates only in 

these two countries and in Costa Rica.



ANOTHER KEY CHARACTERISTIC OF THE MARKET LATELY: 
THE SUPREMACY OF DIGITAL PLATFORMS, WHICH ARE NOW 
PART OF LATIN AMERICANS CONSUMERS DAILY LIFE

56%

20%

of Latin-Americans will continue to 

shop online even after the crisis is 

over

of growth of online sales during the 

COVID-19 pandemic 



AND ONCE AGAIN BRAZIL & MEXICO ARE TAKING THE LEAD 
IN THE E-COMMERCE SECTOR ACROSS LATAM

1. Brazil and Mexico are the great leaders in the region in 

terms of technological and digital capacity, whose growth in 

recent years has attracted the attention of local and global 

retailers who have decided to develop and expand their 

businesses in these two countries.  

2. Then, we observe two main countries following these two 

leaders: Argentine and Chile, which are developing e-

commerce at a slow pace.  

3. Finally, we note Colombia, Peru and the remaining of Latin 

America lagging behind as tech trend-followers



MERCADO LIBRE 
IS THE STRONGEST ONLINE MARKETPLACE LOCALLY…

a B2C Marketplace with more than 46 product categories 

has a presence in 18 Latin countries

668 million visits per month

46% of Mercado Libre's SMEs sell exclusively 
through the platform. 

90% of SMEs in Colombia added new 
customers through Mercado Libre. 

During the COVID19 crisis, Mercado Libre generated 6 
new jobs per hour

Logistics platform 

Biggest marketplace in LATAM

Platform for merchants 

An app 

Payment solution 



… BUT LAGGING BEHIND GLOBALLY   

$33,4B Net income of Amazon in 2021

$22,5B Net income of Walmart in 2021

$7,06B Net income of MELI in 2021

For now, Mercado Libre’s income  
has nothing to do with leaders’ 
ones at a global scale 



The interesting thing about the Latin American commerce 
model is the strong presence of local retailers and platforms 
competing directly with global platforms such as Amazon and 
Walmart, especially on the digital side. Indeed, Latin American 
consumers have a strong attraction for online shopping. It's 
quite inspiring to observe that local platforms can take over 
commerce in some regions. 

Nevertheless, two big countries stand out in terms of 
commerce development: Brazil and Mexico. They are followed 
by Argentina and Chile, which are also seeing online platforms 
and new digital trends flourish.  
The other countries of the continent are mostly lagging behind 
for the moment.   

VS







h/commerce continuously 
monitors markets, anticipates 
changes in future behaviors and 
identifies insights that impact retail: 
thematic dossiers. 

workshop

How the world’s largest retailer turned to a click 
& mortar model to fight back against Amazon.



commerce
Contact: hcommerce@havas.com 


